
3D Scanning
Replicated in detail using photographs 
and descriptions from the time, 
and reproduced using the latest 3D 
modelling techniques.

Moulding
The 3D images capture every single 
component of the Bismarck, and are 
then used to create a series of over 
200 individual moulds from which the 
model parts are formed. The moulds are 
made from solid steel, some of which 
weigh over 1 tonne, and can measure 
over 1m3 (35ft3). Each mould is inspected 
by hand to ensure the resulting parts 
maintain the original detailing of the 
initial laser scan. An alloy metal known 
as ‘zamak’ is used for casting to give the 
desired combination of light weight, 
durability, and fine detailing.

Painting
Once the parts have been formed they 
are sprayed in the striking camouflage 
pattern painted on Bismarck before 
combat operations began.

Production
Our scanning and design process will 
usually take up to six months. After a 
further four months of engineering for 
each mould, the final parts are ready 
to be produced in our state-of-the-art 
factory. All stages of the design and 
production are carefully vetted and 
approved by our expert team here at 
Agora Models.

Build Instructions
We hope you are happy with your purchase and 
looking forward to building your model. Build 
instructions can be found at our DOWNLOAD 
CENTRE at agoramodels.com. 

More detailed videos, tutorials and expert advice are available at: 
→  Agora Models FORUM: The Official Build Diary community.agoramodels.com
→  YouTube: /agoramodels

The Agora Promise

 Premium quality guaranteed. Parts and packaging are quality checked at 
every stage of the process. 

  Full-model production guaranteed. We will not stop production of any 
model ‘halfway through your build’. We won’t sell you the first Pack unless 
we are sure we can produce all the Packs to complete your model. 

  Build Diary for every model. All models will come with a complete online 
Build Diary with images of every stage of the build. 

  Dispatched within 48 hours. Orders will be processed and dispatched 
within 48 hours. If we can’t do so for any reason, we’ll tell you right away. 

  Officially licensed products. Every model is developed with experts to 
ensure each piece is true to the original specification. 

  Accurate representation. Our models are detailed, scaled reproductions 
of the original model, produced using intricate laser scanning and 3D 
modelling software. 

  Customer Service with care. We know first-class customer service is 
important to you. We give this high priority in our efforts to ensure all our 
customers enjoy the best possible Agora Experience. 

For full terms and conditions, please go to our website – agoramodels.com/terms
© Agora Models
Disclaimer: Model is not a toy. Not suitable for children under 14 years due to small parts and 
pointed components. Choking hazard. Made in China.

The Agora Advantage Club 
To extend our promise of unrivalled customer 

care, and to bring extra benefits for you to 

enjoy, we’re offering membership to the 

exclusive Agora Advantage Club. 

Anyone who starts an Agora model 

automatically becomes an AgoraPro member 

 AgoraPro member status on website forums 

 Advanced notification about new launches

 Priority access to Limited-Edition models

 

Once you have completed your first model, 

you will become an AgoraElite member 

 All the AgoraPro benefits plus:

  AgoraElite member status on website forums 

 Voucher to choose a FREE FIRST PACK of any 

model from the Agora product range each time 

you complete a model 

 Free personalised license plate for all future 

Agora Models cars 

 Discount on accessories 

 AgoraElite members card with name, 

account number, plus VIP customer service for 

AgoraElite members only.

 

Once you have completed your second 

model, you will achieve AgoraMaster status! 

 All AgoraElite benefits plus: 

 5% off all future purchases 

 Invitation to special events 

 Invitation to launch parties 

 Exclusive gold-plated model name-plate 

 AgoraMaster members card with name, 

account number, plus VIP customer service for 

AgoraMaster members only.

      

ANCHORS: The anchors 
can be lowered or raised at 
the touch of a button! 

LIGHTING: Featuring seven searchlights, bridge 
lighting and red and green port and starboard 
indicators as well as bow and stern lighting. 

HEAVY ARTILLERY: The four 38cm gun turrets 
can be controlled in two ways. The towers 
rotate and the guns can be raised or lowered. 

MEDIUM ARTILLERY: All six 
15cm gun turrets can be 
turned by remote control.

BRIDGE: High up on the 
foremast, the admiral’s 
bridge is illuminated.

Your 1:200 scale model is packed 
with intricate details such as 
the on-board Arado AR 196 
aircraft set up on catapults, 
railings, control stations and 
rigging cables, plus a host of 
motorized features operated 
by remote control.

49" (1.25 m)

Making your Bismarck
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